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HYBRID
As we approach a new decade, we take a moment to reflect upon
the future of design. In the coming era, technological innovations
and human experiences will become inseparable. As lifestyles
become more fluid, design will follow suit, making way for
hybridisation, blurring the lines between aesthetics, identity,
technology, craft and culture.
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HUMAN
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A time-lapse between past, present, and future, this
story explores the intersection between manmade and
natural. Mindful and deliberate, archaic elements inspire
new forms while technology adds a sense of refined
ease for contemporary cosmopolitan style.
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PANTONE 13-3801

PANTONE 12-1006

PANTONE 12-4302

PANTONE 15-2706

COLOURS
A palette of sophisticated neutrals from stone white to
graphite grey, ideal for refined, modern applications.

PANTONE 14-4106

PANTONE 17-1227

PANTONE 15-4702

PANTONE 15-1314
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PANTONE 18-5203
9

FABRIC
From sensual and fluid to structured and
functional, a sophisticated range of materials
for cosmopolitan living.
Tencel, modal, cupro, paper, viscose, silk, cotton or
linen synthetic blends, crepe, cloqué, clip organza,
crochet lace, matte and shine, textured knit, compact
knit, sateen, textured plissé and pucker, functional
coatings, burnout, relief jacquard.
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PRINTS & PATTERNS

From prehistoric forms to mathematical repeats,
tonal prints and patterns create a subtle illusion
of dimensionality, while handsome plaids and
checks add tailored structure.
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EARTH
ENERGY
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EARTH ENERGY
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A return to nature, this story draws inspiration from
rural landscapes and slow living. Sustainability is at
the core, with a focus on responsible consumption
and eco-conscious materials. Subtle technological
innovations add modern functionality while retaining
an authentic aesthetic.
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PANTONE 19-4914

PANTONE 17-1340

PANTONE 15-5210

PANTONE 16-1139

COLOURS
A range of earthy, vegetal hues inspired by rustic meals and
home-grown gardens, suited to casual everyday applications.

PANTONE 15-0548

PANTONE 18-1140

PANTONE 19-4118

PANTONE 19-1116
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PANTONE 18-0322
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FABRIC
Organic cotton and recycled materials channel authentic
work-wear denim and canvas, while technical coatings
allow for modern functionality.
Sustainable, recycled, vegetable and eco-pigment dyes,
organic cotton, creased linen, work-wear canvas,
heritage denim, classic rainwear, performance nylon,
country yarn-dye, mouliné knit, over-dye eyelet, crafted
crochet, compact slubbed jersey, raw silk.
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PRINTS & PATTERNS

Prints draw inspiration from vintage botanical
drawings, featuring modest woodblock prints and
whimsical hand-drawn motifs. Patterns include
rustic stripes and farmhouse plaids.
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Inspired by the neo pioneers of contemporary digital
culture, we explore new means of creative expression
in a social media world. Outspoken and future-thinking,
these youth revolutionaries are paving the way for new
forms of activism and self-identity.
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PANTONE 12-0915

PANTONE 15-1717

PANTONE 14-4313

PANTONE 14-3710

COLOURS
A range of colours suited for bold youthful statements –
toy box brights, neo pastels and fluorescent influences
capture the unapologetic nature of digital creativity.

PANTONE 13-5714

PANTONE 13-0758

PANTONE 16-2124

PANTONE 16-1360
28

PANTONE 17-3826
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FABRIC
Eco-friendly materials are repackaged in vibrant colours
and youthful textiles, showcasing a bright new attitude
towards sustainability.
Biotech, recycled polyester and cotton, nano piqué,
orange and coconut fibres, plastic tweed, translucent
knit, sheer seersucker, stretch jersey, inflated surfaces,
geo plissé, polyurethane coating, clip jacquard.
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PRINTS & PATTERNS

Optimistic and playful, prints feature super flat
aesthetics and anime inspiration. Patterns have a
digitized quality, with glitch and ombré eﬀects.
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Bold and exuberant, this story draws inspiration from
disco glam and throwback nostalgia. Photo-real prints
and eye-catching shine make a vibrant statement,
while sports lifestyle influences add an energetic vitality
to this extravagant theme.
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PANTONE 16-4535

PANTONE 15-1263

PANTONE 18-1355

PANTONE 19-3022

COLOURS
Saturated hues, metallic shine, and luminous neons
channel the charisma of disco glam – suitable for a wide
range of bold applications from activewear to evening.

PANTONE 15-5534

PANTONE 19-1663

PANTONE 19-4524

PANTONE 18-3633
38

PANTONE 18-3949
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FABRIC
Glamorous materials are marked with eye-catching
eﬀects for bold statements, while high-tech performance
textiles add ease and functionality
Polyester, nylon, viscose, silk satin, printed chiﬀon,
metallic and glitter, iridescent and neon reflective,
synthetic voile and mesh, stretch jersey, laminated
coatings, wet look, laser-cut eﬀects, synthetic voiles
and mesh.
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PRINTS & PATTERNS

Striking images take centre stage in this graphic
range of photo-real prints. Ombré and tie-dye wash
eﬀects add depth to variegated stripe patterns.
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DIRECTIONS TREND COMMITTEE
ELEMENTI MODA – MILAN, ITALY

Since its foundation in 1998, the Directions Trend
Committee has provided an invaluable research and
marketing tool to designers and garment professionals,
helping them steer their designs and manufacturing
process in line with coming fashion seasons. The
committee comprises of top trend forecasters, selected
by Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd based on their knowledge
and wide experience in all fields of fashion. They come
from cities considered the fashion capitals of the major
export markets for international garment trade: New
York, Milan, Paris and Tokyo. Each season, the committee
members combine their expertise and local influences to
come up with the themes that tell the story of tomorrow’s
apparel fabric trends.

Elementi Moda has provided consultation services since
1979 as well as styling and product design for the
international textile industry. Elementi Moda organises
trend conferences for international apparel companies. It
also provides extensive research and development
services for commercial textile products, such as fibres,
yarns, fabrics and knitwear. Creative Director Ornella
Bignami is a specialist in fibres, colours, yarns and fabric
developments for fashion and home.
www.elementimoda.com
SACHIKO INOUE – TOKYO, JAPAN

NELLYRODI™ AGENCY – PARIS, FRANCE

Sachiko Inoue graduated from the International Design
and Art Institution in 1971, then worked for various textile
companies as a fashion and textile forecaster. Currently,
she oﬀers consulting services, including trend forecasts
and individual guidance for several key material producers, trading firms, converters and fabric manufacturers in Japan. She has also been involved in
directing JFW (Japan Fashion Week Organization)/Textile
Div. in the trend forecasting and textile consulting field in
both Japanese and overseas fairs.

Founded in Paris in 1985, NellyRodi is a consulting firm
specialising in innovation and creativity. Today based in
Paris, Shanghai, Tokyo and New York, it is an international reference for forecasting the industrial and
service sectors. NellyRodi coaches and assists brands,
investment funds, and collective organisations in
developing their strategy, marketing, product and digital
expertise. NellyRodi is established in China for 15 years,
and Michael Bonzom is the Asia creative director.
www.nellyrodi.com
DONEGER CREATIVE SERVICES – NEW YORK, USA
Doneger Creative Services (DCS) is a leading forecasting
and creative consultancy at the intersection of lifestyle
and commerce. A division of The Doneger Group, retail’s
trusted advisor and the global leader in merchandising
strategies, DCS has a unique perspective in blending
breakthrough creativity with commercial practicality.
Their mission is to provide design confidence through
creative concepts, hands-on inspiration and branding
strategies to bring great ideas to life. Kai Chow, Director
of DCS, leads a team of forecasters, concept designers,
trend analysts and branding strategists to inspire and
guide clients through designing products and brands that
make an impact.
www.doneger.com
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COLOURS
Human Vision

Earth Energy

Well Lab

Hype Glam

PANTONE® 12-0000

PANTONE® 13-0640

PANTONE® 12-0741

PANTONE® 15-1263

PANTONE 12-4302

PANTONE 15-5210

PANTONE 12-0915

PANTONE 18-2436

PANTONE 13-3801

PANTONE 17-1340

PANTONE 14-3710

PANTONE 16-4535

PANTONE 12-1006

PANTONE 15-0548

PANTONE 15-1717

PANTONE 15-5534

PANTONE 14-4106

PANTONE 16-1139

PANTONE 14-4313

PANTONE 19-1663

PANTONE 15-2706

PANTONE 18-0322

PANTONE 13-5714

PANTONE 18-3633

PANTONE 15-1314

PANTONE 18-1140

PANTONE 13-0758

PANTONE 18-3949

PANTONE 15-4702

PANTONE 19-4914

PANTONE 16-1360

PANTONE 18-1355

PANTONE 17-1227

PANTONE 19-4118

PANTONE 16-2124

PANTONE 19-4524

PANTONE 18-5203

PANTONE 19-1116

PANTONE 17-3826

PANTONE 19-3022

PANTONE® and other Pantone trademarks are the property of Pantone LLC. PANTONE Colors displayed here
may not match PANTONE-identified standards. Consult current PANTONE Color Publications for accurate color.
Pantone LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of X-Rite, Incorporated. © Pantone LLC, 2019. All rights reserved.

Visit the Trend Forum at
Intertextile Shanghai Apparel Fabrics – Spring Edition
12 – 14 March, 2019
National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
For further information please contact
Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd.
35/F, China Resources Building
26 Harbour Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
textile@hongkong.messefrankfurt.com
www.messefrankfurt.com.hk

